Abstract-In this paper, a low order triangular nonconforming mixed finite element 1 0 0 ( ) P P P + × scheme was studied for the nonlinear integro-differential equations of pseudo-hyperbolic type. By utilizing the properties of the interpolation, mean-value and derivative delivery techniques, the corresponding convergence analysis, the optimal error estimates of the original variable in -norm and intermediate variable P in 2 L -norm are obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, along with the widely application in viscoelastic mechanics, nuclear reaction kinetics and biomechanics, the research of the integro-differential equations with pseudo-hyperbolic type attracts mach attention. We consider the following integro-differential equations with pseudo-hyperbolic type on a convex bounded region Ω with continuous boundary ∂Ω , f u X t is a nonlinear function with Lipschitz continuation about u . [1] gives a significant Sobolev-Volterra projection of equation (1), proves its existence and uniqueness as well as error estimate. [2] uses the method of H1-Galerkin mixed finite element discuss the existence and uniqueness of finite element solution, as well as its error estimate, proves the feasibility by numerical computation. [3] uses the method of mixed finite element give the semi-discretized optimal error estimate on the integro-differential equations of pseudo-hyperbolic Type. [4] uses the method of splitting positive mixed finite element give the semi-discretized and discretized optimal error estimate.
When using finite element to solve some problems, the critical function of original variation requires too high smoothness, making the structure of conforming finite element space requiring more degree of freedom. [5] [6] [7] [8] using the intermediate variables to decrease the smooth degree of finite element space in order to solve these problems, but the two approximation space used by these methods need satify
B B
− needs satisfaction needs satisfaction condition. For second order elliptic problem, elliptic problem [9, 10] propose a new scheme which means when the two finite element spaces satify a simple inclusion relation, B B − needs satisfaction needs satisfaction condition is certainly true. [11, 12] using the high precision technique, for second order elliptic problem and linear elastic problem, study the overconvergence property on 11 01 10
conforming finite element space, these methods is applied to Sobolev equation in [13] . Using nonconforming linear triangle element Crouzeix-Raviart, [14] applies these methods to hyperbolic type integro-differential equation to obtain optimal error estimate. Using nonconforming 1 rot EQ element, [15] applies these methods to parabolic type equation to obtain overconvergence property and extrapolation. Using triangle conforming element, [16] applies these methods to parabolic type integro-differential equation to obtain overapproximatiom and overconvergence property.
This paper applies the scheme in [17] 
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It is obviously 1,h • P P is the module on h V , and
According to [19, 20] , for arbitrary 1 2
∈ , the following inequality is true 1 1 ,
| | ,
where c is a positive constant, and independent of h . According to [2] , the following inequality is true 
,
Its weekly formulation is extracting 
The corresponding finite element approximation is extracting
( , ) ( , ) ( ( , , ) ( , ) , )=0, ,
III.
ERROR 
( , ) ( , ) ( ( , , ) ( , ) , )=0,
(10) According to (7), we have the following error equation 
. For estimating the every term in the right set of (13), for arbitrary 
, using the mean technique and
Young inequality, be aware of ( , ) ( , ) ( ( , , ) ( , , ), ) ( 
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On the basis of interpolation theory, Schwartz inequality and Young inequality, we obtain (2) (15) and (17), we obtain 
